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Sexual Love

With over 2.5 million copies sold since its release in 1976, The Act of Marriage has helped Christian
couples around the world discover new joy and sexual fulfillment in marriage. This new edition
expands on topics previously only touched on and includes updates on the latest findings in
medicine and social science. It offers biblical principles, goals, guidelines, and charts to help
couples enrich their physical relationship.
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This book was SOOOO helpful when my husband and i read it before our wedding! We were raised
in church and virgins when we married and had always heard all the "No having sex before you're
married" speeches but i didn't realize til we read this book how little positive, Christian perspective
we'd been given on the gift of sex other than that the act was designed by God and children are a
blessing. i'd heard so many wedding night horror stories from friends and was fairly terrified and
confused about why that would be...i think the reviews that talk about how outdated this book is

need to realize how long ago it was written and that maybe some parts weren't helpful to them but
after i read it i thought this would be so helpful to all couples no matter how long they'd been
married, i think everyone could gain something from reading it. There's probably many couples
thinking they know all there is to know because they've been in a married sexual relationship for 40
years or whatever but the value of the chapters(and from a Christian perspective) about how the
Lord designed different areas of our body to function is not something you can just learn from
experience. And some couples who went into marriage more "experienced" maybe don't realize why
they're experiencing some negative residual affects after marriage.i would just think that one could
consider the fact that this dear couple who love the Lord and want to help couples in this area of
their marriage and who WERE writing to a certain audience at a certain time, and could read this
with a little grace, take the good, disregard what doesn't apply to you personally, and realize that
this book has had so many editions printed, it is a classic that HAS helped so many couples and we
can REJOICE in that, that is amazing and valuable, i recommend this book whenever the topic
comes up and i have personally seen the Lord bless us so much because of what we learned
reading this book!

As a young couple looking into marriage, our pastor gave us this book to read and discuss. It was
life-changing. I came from a broken home. My mother was always too embarassed to answer all the
many questions that I had. This book did so in such a clear, godly way. It also opened up the lines
of communication between my husband and I before we were ever married. It is a wonderful study
book for the couple. I was embarassed about some parts in it before we were married but it did lay
an excellent foundation for our marriage. Personally, I will be requiring my children to read and
study through this book prior to marriage as well. Don't miss it!

This is one of the books my husband and I read before our wedding. I was raised in a christian
home and had no knowledge in this area. It was a topic that just wasn't discussed even in the
church. I didn't want to be afraid of intimacy, due to the lack of knowledge but rather in peace
knowing that the act of marriage is sacred and to be enjoyed in the union of marriage. My husband
and I were able to get informed with a christian perspective and we were able to take from it what
we needed. This is a book that I often give to friends whom are getting married. It is a great book to
read as a starter in getting to know more about intimacy in a marriage.

i am getting married and was very nervous about not knowing somethings that i was too

embarrassed to ask. there was some guilt that some of my preceptions might not follow what Christ
would teach. not being able to find some of these answers in the Bible myself confused me
evenmore. i was even embarrassed to check the book out at my local book store. i am so glad that i
did find the nerve to check it out because it answered my questions, and settled my nerves. It also
gave me more confidence for my honeymoon, and helped me to overcome some of the shame of
'just not knowing'.thank you so much. God Bless

This book has given me a maturity on the topic of Intimacy. I'll be married next month. As a virgin, I
was oblivious to everything sex was. My mind had been corrupted by what Hollywood portrayed it
as. This book has helped me understand why God created us as sexual creatures and has helped
me understand that it's a selfless act. Looking forward to being married!!I would note to engaged
couples: Don't read this book together, and wait till just a few weeks before the wedding to read it.

I give this book to every engaged couple. Even if you have not saved yourself for marriage this is a
must read. There is so much Insight into a loving, relational sex life that you just don't hear
anywhere else.

This book was reccomended to me by a friend and I read it. I then had my fiance (now husband)
read it. I've passed it on to an engaged friend and she is now passing it on to others.More than just
a how-to book. It answers questions you're afraid to ask but need to know.

Painstakingly organized and cleverly thorough. This book reached me on so many levels. Not only
does it explain the importance of sex in marriage, but it explains in detail how to be ultimately
satisfied in love-making, both man and woman. If this book were the standard for sex education, I
think we would have an almost zero divorce rate as well as overwhelming reduction of crime in our
world (as love loss sometimes drives people to do things they wouldn't normally do). As a divorcee,
I find that, with prayer, it has completely freed me from the guilt and negative mind-set that comes
with the sin of previous divorce. I have married couples in mind to whom I would like to recommend
this book. I would jump at the chance to recommend it to couples who are getting married. I wish I
knew about this book 20 years ago! I think it would have helped me see clearly to the right life
partner.
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